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1. Introduction 
Among the many linear spaces of measurable functions on a fixed 
measure space, those referred to in the literature by the standard term 
"Banach function space" are of singular interest. The Lebesgue spaces 
LP and the Orlicz spaces, for example, have been u:q.der investigation for 
many years, and now serve as prototypes for a much more general theory. 
The recent papers of W. A. J. LUXEMBURG and A. C. ZAANEN [5] are 
now definitive in this field, bringing up to date the work of their prede-
cessors and containing much new material. 
In what follows, p, is to be a countably additive measure on a a-ring 
A of subsets, called measurable subsets, of a set Ll, with 0 < p,(Ll) < oo. 
In the usual way, we identify complex-valued functions on Ll which agree 
almost everywhere, and ignore the distinction between functions and 
equivalence classes of a.e. equal functions. M stands for the set of all 
measurable complex-valued (possibly infinite) functions (i.e., equivalence 
classes) on Ll, and P is the set of all essentially non-negative elements 
of M. If A C P, we let A be the set of all f E M such that Ill EA. 
The central theorem of the following pages contains necessary and 
sufficient conditions on a set 0 C P that (J be the unit sphere for some 
Banach function space X (this term being used in the usual strict sense: 
in particular, the norm must be monotone). Further conditions on 0 or 
on (J will be found to be equivalent to such properties as reflexivity or 
absolute continuity of the norm in X. As an application, some of these 
results are used to study a class of modulared function spaces (in the 
sense of H. NAKANO [6]). 
Let e be a function from P to [0, oo ]. e may possess some or all of the 
following properties, which have been studied in [4], [5], and elsewhere. 
(PI) e(/)=0 if and only if f(x)=O a.e. Also e(/1+/2);;;;;,e(/I)+e(/2) and 
e(J..h) =Ae(h) for /1, /z E P, J.. a non-negative constant. If o;;;;;,f(x) ;;;;;,g(x) a.e., 
then e(f);;;;;,e(g). 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by a grant by the IBM Corporation 
to Swarthmore College. 
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(P2) (Fatou property) If {/n} C _P and fn(x) t f(x) a.e., then (}(/n) t e(/). 
(P2w) (Weak Fatou property) If {In} C P and fn(x) t f(x) a.e. and 
lim (}(/n) < oo, then e(/) < oo. 
(P3) If EEA (hence f.l(E)<oo) then e(XE)<oo, where XE stands for 
the characteristic function of E. 
(P4) If E E A, there exists AE<oo such that, for all/ EP, fE fdw;;;,.AE(}(/). 
If(} has (Pl), it is standard to refer to (} as a function norm. If(} is a 
function norm, the norm II /II = e(ifi) on the set Le = {! E M: e(ifi) < oo} 
makes Le a complex normed linear space in the usual way; in view of 
the fact that (P2) implies (P2w) and that (P2w) implies that Le is a 
complex Banach space, we say: 
Definition 1. 1. If the function norm (} has at least the weak Fatou 
property, we call Lea Banach function space. In this paper we will stipulate 
further, for simplicity, that all Banach function spaces have the property (P3). 
If f belongs to the Banach function space Le, then f(x) is finite a.e. 
We now review briefly the concepts of associate space and absolutely 
continuous norm as they are found in the above-cited literature. Suppose 
the Banach function space Le has the Fatou property. Define the function 
norm e' on P by: 
e'(g) = sup f fgdf.t, g EP. 
f£P,Q(f);5,1 Ll 
Then (Le)' = Le, is a Banach function space with the Fatou property, 
and is called the associate space of Le. It is well-known that (Le)" =Le; 
i.e.' e" = (}. 
For the present case, in which f.l(LI) < oo, the definition of absolute 
continuity reduces to the following (see [ 4 ], Ch. I, § 2): We say that the 
function norm (} having the Fatou property is absolutely continuous if, 
for all f E Le, whenever {En} is a decreaeing sequence of measurable sets 
with f.t(En) -+ 0, then e(ifiXEn) -+ 0. If (} is absolutely continuous, we say 
that Le has absolutely continuous norm. It is proved in [ 4] that if (} has 
(P3), (P4), then (} is absolutely continuous if and only if either (and 
hence both) of the following conditions (ACl) and (AC2) hold: 
(ACl) Let f E L(! be arbitrary. For all e > 0, there exists (j > 0 such that, 
if f.l(E) <tJ then e(ifixE) <e; and if {En} is a sequence of measurable sets 
converging in the set-theoretic sense to a set of measure zero, then 
e(ifiXEn) -+ 0. 
(AC2) Any sequence {In} in Le such that lfn(x)j t 0 a.e. has the property 
that e(jf nl) -+ 0. 
We intend to make use later of the equivalence of (AC2) and absolute 
continuity of the norm in Le. Another result needed is the following 
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( [ 4 ], Ch. I, § 2, Theorem 4): Le is reflexive if and only if both Le and 
the associate space (Le)' have absolutely continuous norms. 
In, any. case, whether or not e js absolutely continuous, (Le)' can be 
"canonically" identified with a subspace of the conjugate space (Le)* as 
follows·: Given g E (Le)', let 'PoE (Le)* be given by 
The mapping g --+ 'fg is an isometric isomorphism. In order that it carry 
(L'e)' onto all of (Le)*, it· is necessary and sufficient that Le have absolutely 
continuous norm. ([4], Ch. I, § 2, Theorem 3.) 
2. Normability theorems 
We begin this sectioh with a battery of definitions. 
P efi ni ti on 2 . I. Let A C P. If A has the property that, whenever 
hE A, /2 E P, and o:;;:;,f2(x) :;;;,fi(x) a.e., then /2 E A, we call A an order-ideal. 
Iff EP, we say A attracts f ijAj EA for some A, O<A<oo, and ejects f 
if )4¢Afor some A, O<A<oo. 
' J)efini tion 2, 2. Let A C P. A is monotone-closed if, whenever {In} 
is a sequence of elements of A with fn(x) t f(x) a.e., we have f EA. A is 
weak-monotone-closed if, whenever {In} is a sequence of elements of A with 
fn(x) t f(x) a.e., then there exists A, 0<A<oo, such that Af EA. 
In· addition, we say that a subset A of M absorbs a function f EM 
if there exists e, O<s~oo, such that if ltXI :;;;,s, then tXf EA. Thus this 
term is used exactly in the usual linear space sense. 
Definition 2.3. Suppose A, Bare subsets of M. We say that A is 
B-closed if A has the property that, whenever {In} is a sequence in A and 
f EM and there-exists a sequence {An}, 0-;;:;,An<oo, such that An--+ oo and 
An(fn- f) E B for every· n, then we have f E A. 
For example, let e be a function norm and let X={/ E M: IIIII = e(lfl) < oo} 
be the corresponding normedlinear space. Let B be the norm-closed unit 
sphere of X. A subset A C X is B-closed if and only if A is norm-closed. 
To see this', suppose ·A is B-closed. Assume {In} is a sequence in A such 
that fn-+ f EX norm wise. Let An= (llfn- fll)~1 if llfn- /II> 0 and An =n 
otherwise. ·Then An~ 0, An--+ oo, and An(/n- /) E B for every n. Hence 
f E A since A is B-closed, and it follows that A is norm-closed. Conversely, 
if A is norm-closed, assume {/n} is a sequence in A, that f EM, and that 
there exists {An}, An~O, such that An--+ oo and An(/n-f) E B for every n. 
Then 11/n-fll :;;::,An-1 for all large n. We conclude that llfn-/11--+ 0; since 
A is norm-closed, f E A, so A is B-closed. These considerations may serve 
as an introduction to the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2 .4. Suppose C <: P where C is a convex, monotone-closed 
order-ideal, which attracts every characteristic function XE with E E A, and 
ejects every characteristic function XE with p,(E) > 0. Then: 
(l) There exists a function norm IIIII =e(l/1) on the set X of all f E llf 
such that f is absorbed by 0, with respect to which X is a Banach function 
space Le with the Fatou property, and IIIII;;;; l if end cnly if, f E 0. If, 
moreover, C <: Ll(.d, p,), then Le has (P4). 
(2) Assume C <: Ll(.d, p,). Suppose that, whenever {en} is a sequence in 
C such that Cn(x) ,!, 0 a.e., there exists a sequence {An} of non-negative numbers 
such that An--->- oo but AnCn E C for every n. Then Le has absolutely continuous 
norm and the associate space (Le)' is isometrically and algebraically identified 
with the conjugate space (Le)* in the usual canonical manner. 
(3) Again assume C <: Ll(.d, p,). Suppose 0 has the following property: 
Every decreasing sequence of non-void, 0-closed, convex subsets of 0 has a 
non-empty intersection. Then the Banach spaces Le and (Le)' = (Le)* have 
absolutely continuous norms and are refiexive. 
Proof. (l) Let X be the set of all f E 1l1 absorbed by 0. Since C is. 
an order-ideal, 0 <:X. Using the convexity of C, we will show that /[ 
is a linear sp'ace. If c1, c2 EO and c:x, {J~O with c:x+{J=l, we have \ct\ EO 
so c:xlc1\ + fJ\c2\ E C; since C is an order-ideal, lc:xc1 + {Jc21 E C; that is, 
c:xc1 + {Jc2 E 0. It follows that 0 is convex. We n,ow show that X is closed 
under the usual algebraic operations. Take any /1, /2 EX. Choose positive 
s1, s2 such that if lc:x\;;;;si then c:xfi EO. By the convexity of 0, 
If \c:x\;;;;s1e2(e1+s2)-1 then, since Cis an order-ideal, \c:xl\/1+/2\ EO; that 
is, c:x(/1 + /2) E 0, or /1 + /2 EX. Given f EX and complex A, we wish to 
prove that Af EX. Since 0 E C <: 0 <:X we may assume A7"o0. Choose s>O 
such that I c:xl;;;; s implies c:xf E 0. Let s' = s\A\-1; then if I c:x\ ;;;; s' we have 
c:x(Af) E 0, or Af EX. Therefore X is closed under pointwise addition and 
multiplication by a scalar. Moreover, it is easy to see that, iff EX then 
f(x) is finite a.e. For, suppose \f(x)\ = oo for all x in a set E of positive 
measure. Choose s>O such that lsf\ EO; then \sfxEI EO; i.e., the function 
g which is oo on E, 0 off E, belongs to C. But this contradicts the fact 
that C ejects XE· Hence f(x) is finite a.e. It follows now that X is a linear 
space under the usual algebraic operations. Next, the function 0 is an 
internal point ([l], § V. l) of the convex set 0 in the linear space X, so 
we may let f be the Minkowski functional, or support function, of 0: 
f(f) =inf {a: a>O, a-11 E 0}. Let e(f) =W) if IE p (I X, e(/) =ooiff E P-X. 
It will now be shown that e is a function norm. Subadditivity and non-
negative homogeneity of e follow by [ l], § V. l. 8. We now show: If e(/) = 0 
then /=0. Suppose f#O; then f(x)>O on a set E with p,(E)>O. Choose 
<5>0 and a set E 6 such that p,(E6)>0 and f(x)><5 on E 6 • Then, for every x, 
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~XEd(x)~f(x) since f EP. Since 0 ejects XEd, choose A.>O with A.-1~XEd ¢:0. 
Then 
For; 0 attracts XEd and is an order ideal, so ~XEd EX, whence the equality. 
Suppose the inequality false; then by definition of f we can choose a with 
O<a<A and a-1~XEd EO. Since 0 is an order-ideal, A,-l~XEd EO, a contra-
diction, and the inequality is proven. Momentarily, we will prove the 
following: If /I, /2 are measurable functions and 0~/I(x) ~/2(x) a.e., and 
fz EX, then h EX and e(/I) ~ e(/2}. It will then follow that 0 <A~ 
~ e( ~XEd)~ e(f); that is, I =F 0 implies e(/) =F 0, as desired. It will also have 
been shown that(! is a function norm; i.e., (Pl) is satisfied. From /z EX 
it follows, since 0 is an order-ideal, that h EX; similarly, if a> 0 and 
a-1/2 E 0, then a-1/I E 0, so 
e(/z} = inf a ~ inf a=e({I). 
a>O 
n~oo 
We have e(/n)~A<oo so 
e(fn) = inf a. 
Hence choose a> 0 such that 
a>O 
a- 1 fn£0 
(!(/n) ~ a<e(/n) +s, and a-1/n E 0. 
Since (A+s)-1/n(x) ~a-1fn(x), we have (A +s)-lfn E 0, for each n. Since 
0 is :rp.onotone-closed, we conclude that (A +s)-lf E 0. It follows that 
I E X :and e(/) = f(f) ~A+ s, as desired. 
(P3} follows from the fact that 0 attracts every measurable charac-
teristic function. 
We next prove that 11111 ~ l if and only iff E 0. If f E 0 then, by [l ], 
§ V. 1.8, we have II/II~ 1. Suppose II/II< l. Choose a, O<a< l, such that 
a-11/1 E 0. Then f E 0. Suppose 11111 = l. Then II (1-n-1 )/II < l for n = l, 2, ... ; 
hence, since 0 is monotone-closed, Ill E 0, f E 0. Therefore II/II~ l implies 
f E 0, as desired. 
Since f EX if and only if e(J/J) < oo, we may use the symbol Le for X. 
Assume 0 h £1. Then Le h £1 and by a standard completeness or category 
argument (e.g., [3], § 2, Lemma l), there exists a constant 0 such that 
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11/b~OII/11 for all f E JJf, where ll·b is the LLnorm, 11/11 1 == iff E JJf ~L1 • 
(P4) now follows at once. We hav!OJ completed the proof of (I). 
(2) Under the hypotheses of part (2), suppose {In} C Le with l/n(x)l {, 0 
a.e. We will show that 11/nll --+ 0; then(! has (A02) and hence has absolutely 
continuous norm. We may assume that II/III >0. Choose a sequence {An} 
with O~An ~>- = and },nllh!l-11/nl EO for all n. Take any e>O; for all 
n>no we have c 1 <Anll/rll-1 . Since 0 is an order-ideal it follows that for 
n>no we have e-11/nl E 0 or 11/nll ~e. We have shown that 11/nll --+ 0 and 
it follows from the remarks in§ I (above) that (Le)' and (Le)* are canonically 
identified. 
(3) Assume now the hypotheses of part (3). It follows from the remark 
following Definition 2.3 that every decreasing sequence of non-void subsets 
of 0 which are convex and closed in the metric topology of 0 has a non-
empty intersection. By a well-known theorem of Smulian ([I], § V. 6.2), 
0 is weakly compact, whence Le is reflexive. By the remarks at the end 
of§ I, it follows that both L 0 and (L0 )' have absolutely continuous norms. 
As a converse to the preceding theorem, we have the following: 
Theorem 2. 5. Let Le be a Banach function space whose function 
norm(! has the Fatou property. Let 0={/EP:II/II~I} where 11/ll=e(j/l). 
Then we have: 
(I) 0 is an order-ideal, is convex and monotone-closed, attracts every 
meaS1lrable characteristic function, and ejects every characteristic function 
XE with p,(E) > 0. If, moreover, L 0 has (P4), then 0 C L 1(L1, p,). 
(2) If Le has (P4), and the norm(! is absolutely continuous, then, whenever 
{en} is a sequence in 0 with Cn(x) {, 0 a.e., there exists a sequence {An} such 
that 0 ~An --+ = but AnCn E 0 for eve1·y n. 
(3) If L 0 lias (P4) and L 0 and its associate space both have absolutely 
continuous norms, then every decreasing sequence of non-void, 0-closed 
convex subsets of 0 has a non-empty intersection. 
Proof. (I) is routine. To prove (2), let An=llcnll-1 if llcnll >0, An=n 
otherwise, and use (A02). (3) follows by a reversal of the argument used 
to prove Theorem 2.4 (3). 
Theorem 2. 6. Suppose 0 C P, where 0 is a convex, weak-monotone-
closed order ideal which attmcts every measurable characteristic function, 
and ejects every characteristic function XE with p,(E) > 0. Then the set of all 
f E JJf such that f is absorbed by 0 can be normed by a certain function norm 
II/II =e(i/1) so as to be a Banach function space L 0 having the weak Fatou 
property. If f E 0 then II/II~ I; in fact, II/II< l if and only if IIi is in the 
interior of 0, and II/II= I if and only if ill is on the boundary of 0. 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, to show that (!, as 
defined there, is a function norm on the space Le of all f E JJf absorbed 
by 0. To prove (P2w), suppose {In} C P with fn(x) t f(x) a.e. and 
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lim e(fn)<oo. Choose K>lim (!(/n); then e(K-1fn)<1 so ]{-lfn EO, all n. 
Since 0 is weak-monotone-closed, choose A.> 0 such that A.K-1f E 0. It 
now follows that e(/) < oo. To finish the proof we observe that, if S is 
the open sphere in Le about 0 with radius !, then 0 ESC C, so that C 
has non-empty interior. By [1], V. 1.8, V. 2.1, the interior points of C 
are exactly the internal points, and the boundary points are exactly 
the bounding points, and the assertions of the theorem follow. 
Theorem 2. 7. Let Le be a Banach function space whose function 
norm e has the weak Fatou property. If 0 = {f E P: IIIII ~ 1} where IIIII =e(itl), 
then 0 is a convex, weak-monotone-closed order ideal which attracts every 
measurable characteristic function and ejects every characteristic function 
XE with p,(E) > 0. 
The proof is evident. 
The following counterexample shows that, in Theorem 2.6, we cannot, 
always conclude that IIIII ~ l if and only if f E C. Let Le be a Banach 
function space with the Fatou property and let 0 = {f E Le n P: II !II = 
= e(f) < l }. Then 0 is weak-montone-closed, and, in fact, satisfies all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.6, so we may choose the Banach function space 
L,. with function norm n, as given by that theorem. But n=e, for, if 
n(lfi)<A. then n(IA.-1/I)<l and IA.-1/I EO whence e(IA.-111)<1, e(Jfi)<A.. 
Conversely, if e(JfJ)<A. then JA.-1/J EO, so n(IA.-1/J)~l, n(Jfi)~A.. This 
proves that n = (!, and provides the desired counterexample: if n( Jfi) = 1 
then f ¢C. 
3. Examples 
We present three examples of the use of the normability theorem 
(Theorem 2.4). The first two are of an elementary nature. 
Example 1. Suppose {X"'} is a non-empty set of Banach function 
spaces having the Fatou property. Let the norm in the space X"' be 11·11"· 
Assume that for all E E A, the set {IIXEII"} is bounded. Let 0 be the set 
of all f E P such that ilfll"~ 1 for all iX. Then 0 satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.4 (l). Hence the set X of all f EM such that {llfllx} is bounded, 
i.e., the set of all f EM absorbed by C, is a Banach function space whose 
function norm has the Fatou property. Since IIIII ~ l if and only iff E C, 
it follows that IIIII =sup" IIIII" for any f EM. If each X" has (P4) then 
C C L1 and it follows that X has (P4). 
Exam p 1 e 2 . Let {X": £X E A} be an indexed set of Banach function 
spaces having the Fatou property. Denote the X,.-norm by 11·11,.. We 
shall say that the set {X"} is uniformly absolutely continuous if every 
sequence {fn} in M having the following two properties (1) for each n, 
{llfnlla} is bounded as iX runs through A, and (2) Jfn(x)J t 0 a.e., has also 
the third property (3) for all e>O, there exists no>O such that if n>no 
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then II f n II"';;:;: B for all IX E A. An example of a uniformly absolutely continuous 
set of function spaces will be given later (Ex. 3). We now prove: 
Theorem 3 .1. Suppose {Xn} is a 'uniformly absolutely continuous 
sequence of Banach function spaces having the Fatou property, the function 
norm in Xn being denoted by ll·lln· Assume that, for all non-negative measur-
able simple functions f, lim lltlln<=. Then the set X of all IE nr Xn 
such that lim llflln<=, or equivalently, sup llflln<=, is a Banach function 
space having the Fatou property, and with function norm 11·11 given by 
IIIII =sup llflin- If, moreover, some Xn has (P4), then X has (P4). 
Proof. Let c be the set of all c E p n n:;o~l Xn such that lim llclln 
exists and llclln;;:;: 1. 
Suppose IXi ~ 0, Ci E C, and lXI + 1X2 = 1; we are to prove that IX1c1 + IXzCz E C, 
establishing that C is convex. To show the existence of limn II 1X1C1 + IXzczll n, 
choose sequences {/m}, {gm} of non-negative measurable simple functions 
such that fm(x) t c1(x) a.e., gm(x) t c2(x) a.e. By hypothesis, for each m, 
limn JJ1Xl/m+IX2gmlln exists. We assert that 
lim 111Xl/m+1X2gmJin=IIIXJCl +IXzczlln· 
m-+oo 
Indeed, this limit is uniform in n. For, 
By hypothesis, supn llfmlln=Km<=, so 
sup Jlcl-/mlln<=, m=1,2, .... 
n 
Moreover, since {Xn} is uniformly absolutely continuous and c1(x)-
- fm(x) -), 0 a. e., for given B > 0 we can choose m1 > 0 such that, if m > m1 
then 
n=1, 2, .... 
Similarly choose mz for II e2- gmll n· If m > mi then 
n=1, 2, .... 
This proves uniformity. By interchange of limits, limn II 1X1e1 + IXzezl! n 
exists, and this proves that 1X1e1 + 1X2e2 E C. 
We next show that C is monotone-closed, in much the same way. 
Suppose {em} C 0 with em(x) t e(x) a.e. Since each Xn has the Fatou 
property it follows that e E p n n:;o~l Xn with llelln;;:;: 1. Indeed, for each 
m, limn llemlln exists since Cm E C, and 
lim II emil n =II eJI n 
m-+co 
uniformly in n, as before; this follows from 
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and the uniform absolute continuity of {Xn}·. As before, limn llc!]n exists, 
SO C E 0. 
To prove 0 an order-ideal, assume 0 ;-:; c1(x) ;-:; c(x) a.e. with c1 measurable, 
c E 0. To prove lim llc1lln exists, proceed as before, approximating c1 by 
a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative measurable simple functions 
fm, and applying interchange of limits to {11/mlln}· 
It is easy to see that 0 attracts every measurable characteristic function 
and ejects every positive measurable characteristic function. 
Let X be the set of all f absorbed by 0. By Theorem 2.4, there exists 
a function norm II ·II on X making X a Banach function space with the 
Fatou property. If at least one Xn has (P4), then 0 C Xn C L 1; it 
follows that X has (P4). It is easy to see that I E X if and only if 
IE n;:o~l Xn and lim lll!ln<=. We finish the proof by showing that IE X 
if and only if supn llllln<=, and that, for f EX, 
(A) IIIII = sup llllln· 
n 
The first follows in the usual manner: assuming {llllln} is bounded, ap-
proximate Ill by an a.e. convergent, monotone increasing sequence of 
non-negative measurable simple functions fm and apply interchange of 
limits to {11/ml]n}, using uniform absolute continuity. Given f EX, we now 
prove (A) as follows. We know that IIIII ;-:; l if and only iff E 0. We may 
assume (i'O, whence 11111-1111 EO and II 11111-1/lln;-:;1, !1/lln;-:;ll/!j, supllllln;-:;]]111· 
But if sup]]/lln<K<II/11, then 
llf/K]]n< 1 <11//K]]. 
But K-lj EX so limn IIK-lflln exists. That is, K-lj E 0, IIK-1111 ;-:; 1, a 
contradiction. (A) is proven. 
Example 3. We assume now that the measure fh is non-atomic. In 
this example we will study weak topologies generated by a modulared 
function space. We use freely the terminology of Orlicz spaces, for which 
see, e.g., ZAANEN [9], Ch. 5, §§ 4~5. Suppose there exists a mapping 
x -+ (j)x of all the points x E Ll into the set of all Young functions which 
do not jump to=· Let (})(x,u)=(})x(u) (u;;:::O) and assume: 
(F1) Given A;;:::O, the function x-+ (})(x, A) of the variable xis measurable; 
(F2) There exists A> 0 such that fLl (})(x, A)dfh(X) < =· 
Given f EM, define m(f) = fLl (})(x, ll(x)])dfh(X). Let X be the set of all 
f EM such that m(Af) < =; then m is a modular in the sense of NAKANO 
[6] on the Banach function space X with norm 
II/II =inf {A: A>O, m(A-1/) ;-:; 1} 
having the Fatou property. These facts are essentially proved in [6], 
and covered in detail also in [2]. The space X is called a modulared function 
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space (or variable Orlicz space in [2]). In order to obtain an adequate 
structure theory, the following further assumptions were made in [2]: 
( GI) There exists a family g; = { (/Jt : 0:;:;; t:;:;; l} of Young functions (/Jt 
(t is an index, not an exponent) such that, for all x E L1, tPx = (/Jt for some 
tr=[O,l]. 
( G2) There exists a constant M < = such that, for all t E [0, l] and u ~ 0, 
t1Jt(2u):;:;; Mt:/Jt(u). 
(G3) If tn -7- t where tn E [0, 1], then (/Jtn(u) -7- tlJt(u), u~O. 
(G4) There exists u0 ~0 such that, if u>uo and O:;:;;tr <tz:;:;; l, then 
(/Jtl( u) < (/Jt2( u). 
(G5) If O:;:;;tr<t2:;:;;l and a>O, b>O, then there exists u~a such that 
bt:/Jtl ( u) < (/Jt2( u). 
As examples of modulared function spaces having the properties (Gl)-
(G5), we list the following: 
(A) The Lebesgue space LP(Ll, ,u), with m(f) = fLJ lfiPd,u, l :;:;;p < =· 
(B) The Orlicz space LM.v,(Ll, ,u) with m(f)= fLJ tPo(ifl)d,u and norm 
IIIII =inf {A: -1>0, SLJ tPo(-1-11/(x)i)d,u(x):;:;; l }, 
where tPo has the property t:/J0(2u):;:;; Mt:/J0(u), M constant. 
(C) "Variable LP-space :" Let p(x) ~ l be a bounded measurable 
function on Ll, called the generating function. Let t:/J(x, u) = tPx(u) =uP<x>, 
~[ ~ 0, and m(f) = fLJ t:/J(x, lf(x)l) d,u(x) = fLJ lf(x)IP<x> d,u(x), f EM. 
(D) More generally than any of the above, let t:/J0 be as in (B) and p 
as in (C). Define t:/J(x, ~[) =tPx(u) =tPo(uP<x>), and rn(f) = fLJ t:/J(x, lf(x)i)d,u(x) = 
= fLJ tPo(lf(x)IP<x>)d,u(x). This example is discussed in detail in [2], § 4. 
(E) The space Lp(t) of Nakano: Let p be as in (C); define 
l 
t:/J(x ~t) = -·- uP<x> 
, p(x) , 
rn(f)= f t:/J(x,lf(x)i)d,u(x)= J -(1 ) lf(x)IP<x>d,u(x). 
LJ LJ p X 
Since p(x) is bounded, this space and that of (C) contain exactly the same 
functions and hence ([3], § 2, Lemma l, Corollary) the two norms are 
equivalent. 
We digress to provide an example of a sequence of uniformly absolutely 
continuous Banach function spaces satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 
3.1. We use freely the notations and results of [2], § 3. Let X be the 
modulared function space discussed there, so that rn(f) = fLJ t:/J(x, lf(x)i)d,u(x) 
and I[J has the above properties (Fl), (F2), and (Gl)-(G4). Let X1, X2, ... 
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be as in § 3 of [2]. We will prove that the sequence {Xn} is uniformly 
absolutely continuous. The following lemma is not new. 
Lemma 3. 2. X has absolutely continuous norm. 
Proof. Suppose fn EX with Jfn(x)J -\- 0 a.e. If s> 0 is given, we have 
(/J(x, Js-1/I(x)j)::;;; ([J(x, Js-lfn(x)j) ~ 0 a.e. 
so by the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem, m(rlfn) ~ 0. Hence, for all 
large n, m(s-1/n)~l, llfnllx~s. This proves that JJ/nllx ->- 0, and absolute 
continuity follows by (A02). 
Let Xo be the set of all f EM such that {JJ/lln} is bounded. By Example l, 
X 0 is a Banach function space whose function norm II·Jio has the Fatou 
property. By [2], § 3, Theorem l, X 0 contains exactly the same functions 
as X, so the norms JJ·IJo, JJ·IIx are equivalent. By (A02), it follows that 
Xo has absolutely continuous norm. Since IJ/Jln~JJ/IIo, it follows by (A02) 
that {Xn} is a uniformly absolutely continuous set of function spaces; 
by [2], § 3, Theorem l, {Xn} satisfies the hypotheses of our Theorem 3.1. 
Hence the norms lim JJ/JJn, sup JJ/Jln are equivalent norms on X; these 
norms are not necessarily equal; indeed, see [3], § 3. 
We return to the subject of weak topologies and modulared function 
spaces. If X is an abstract linear space, let X+ be the algebraic dual 
of X. If Y C X+ we use the standard notation a(X, Y) to denote the 
weak topology on X generated by Y, that is, the weakest linear topology 
on X relative to which the functionals in Y are continuous. In case X 
is a Banach function space Le (with the Fatou property) and Y C (Le)', 
we use a(X, Y) to denote the topology a(X, Y), where Y is the set of 
all functionals cpg on X given by q:g(f) = fL1 fgdfl, f EX, g E Y. If f7 is a 
linear topology on a linear space X, and Y C X+ has the property that 
a net {x,,J in X converges relative to f7 to a point x E X if and only if 
cp(xa) ->- cp(x) for every cp E Y, .then we say convergence in X relative to 
f7 is exactly by the elements· of Y. If X= Le as above and Y C (Le)', 
and if f7 is a linear topology on X= Le such that convergence relative 
to f7 is exactly by the elements of Y, then we will simply say that con-
vergence relative to f7 is exactly by the elements of Y. 
For convenience we assume hereafter that all Banach function spaces 
have the Fatou property and (P4). 
We need the following theorem, due toR. S. Phillips ([7], see also [8], 
Theorem 3.81-A). Let X be a linear space and Y C X+. 
Theorem 3. 3. An element cp EX+ is a( X, Y)-continuous on X if 
and only if cp is in the linear manifold generated by Y. 
As a corollary we have: 
Lemma 3. 4. Let X be a Banach function space. Suppose X with the 
topology f7 is a Hausdorff topological linear space X.r (with the 7tsnal 
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algebraic operations). Suppose 0 ~ P where 0 is an order-ideal, is convex, 
monotone-closed, attracts every rneasurable XE and ejects every XE with fl,(E) > 0. 
If convergence in X.r is exactly by the elernents of 0, then there exists a 
Banach function space Y C X' such that :Y =a(X, Y), and the topological 
dual X}- of X.r is Y. 
Proof. The hypothesis means that 0 C X' and :Y =a(X, 0). By 
Theorem 2.4 (1), choose the Banach function space Y whose strongly 
closed unit sphere is 0. It follows that convergence in X.r is exactly by 
the elements of Y, so :Y =a(X, Y). If q; EX}-, then q;= I~~ 1 1XiffJg;, where 
the !Xi are scalars, gi E Y, and cpgi(f) = SLI gtfdf-t for all f EX. Hence 
q;(f) = SLI hfdf-l where h= I~~ 1 1Xigi, so q; E Y. This proves X}-= Y. 
Conversely: 
Lemma 3.5. If X, Yare Banach function spaces with Y C X', and 
:Y = a(X, Y), let X.r stand for the space X with the linear Hausdorff topology 
:Y. Then there exists a set 0 C P which is an order ideal, is convex, rnonotone-
closed, attracts every rneasurable XE and ejects every XE with fl,(E) > 0, such 
that convergence in X .r is exactly by the elernents of 0. 
Proof: Let JI·Jiy be the norm in Y and let O={g EP: jjgjjy~1}. Then 
by Theorem 2.5, 0 has the properties listed. Since :Y =a(X, Y), con-
vergence in X.r is exactly by the elements of 0. 
If X =LP is a Banach function space and E E A, X(E)=Lp(E) stands 
for the closed subspace of X consisting of all functions /xE with f EX, 
so that X(E) is a Banach function space in its own right. If :Y is any 
topology on X, :Y(E) stands for the relative topology induced on X(E) 
by :Y. If V· C X' where V· is the space of A-integrable functions in M, 
we will use the notation :Y;.. for a(X, LJ..). II/II;.. stands in any case for the 
V-norm, and llfllx=e(jfj). 
A Banach function space Y may in some cases possess the properties 
(L1) and (L2), following. These, and Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, are from [3], 
§ 3. \Ve assume 1~q1<q2<=. 
(L1) For all A with q1~A~q2 , there exist E;.. E A and K;..<= such that, 
for all gEM, 
Moreov~r, E;.. ~s rnaxirnal with respect to this property, to within sets of 
rneasure 0. 
Assume Y has property (L1). Choose once and for all a "standard" 
sequence {Sn} of subdivisions of [q1, q2] such that Sn is the subdivision 
q1=q1n<q2n< ... <q;n- 1+1 =q2, such that Sn is a refinement of Sn-1, and 
such that the norm of Sn tends to 0 as n-+ =· Given n, i with 1 ~i ~ 2n-l, 
let Ein be the set E;.. given by (L1) with A=qin; let Din=Ein-E~+l" 
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(L2) The set of all g EM for which the sequence 
{ 
2i~11 J jg(xWf dtt(x) [~ 1 
• 
(1) 
is bounded, is a set of the second category in Y. 
Theorem 3. 6. If Y is a variable LP-space with generating function 
q (see Example (0)) such that q1-;;;_q(x)-;;;_q2, then Y has the properties (L1) 
and (L2). In fact, g E Y if and only if the sequence (1) is bounded. 
Theorem 3. 7. Let Y be a Banach function space such that, if tt(E) > 0 
then Lq1(E) J Y(E) "J Lq2(E). If Y satisfies (L1) and (L2) then Y can be 
re-normed with an equivalent norm so as to be a variable LP-space with 
generating function q, q1-;;;_q(x)-;;;_q2. 
Let X be a Banach function space, and 1 -;;;_ q1 < q2 < oo. The following 
properties (01), (02), (03) will be shown to be characteristic of all linear 
topologies on X of .the form a(X, Y), where Y is a variable LP-space 
included in X'. Let .:T be a topology on X, and assume from now on that, 
for all g E Lq1, the functional q;g(f) = fLI fgdtt is defined (i.e., finite) for all 
f E X; equivalently, Lq1 C X'. 
(01) X with the topology .:T is a linear topological space. 
(02) If q1-;;;_J...-;;;_q2 then there exists E;. E A such that if E E A and E C E;., 
then .:T;.(E) is stronger than .:T(E). Moreover, if tt(F) > 0 and F n E;. = 0, 
then .:T;.(F) is properly weaker than .:T(F). 
Suppose .:T has (02). Let {Sn} be the standard sequence of subdivisions 
of [q1, q2]. As earlier, let Etn=E;. (as given by (02)) for A=qin; let 
Din= Etn- EfH· Let B be the set of all g E Lq1 such that the sequence ( 1) 
is bounded. 
(03) .:T has (02), and convergence in X relative to .:T is exactly by the 
elements of B. 
Note that, if .:T has (01), (02), (03), then X with the topology .:T is 
a locally convex topological linear space. 
Theorem 3. 8. Suppose .:T is a Hausdorff topology for X such that, 
for all E with tt(E) > 0, .:Tq2(E) C .:T(E) C :Tq/E), and such that .:T has 
(01), (02), and (03). Then there exists a variable LP-space Y such that 
Lq2 C Y C Lq1 and .:T =a(X, Y), and the topological dual of X relative to 
.:Tis Y. 
Proof. Let B1 be the set of all a.e. non-negative g E B such that 
2n-1 
.L f g(x)qf dtt(x) ~ 1, 
i~l Df 
n=1, 2, .... 
Then B1 is easily seen to be a convex order-ideal. To prove that B1 is 
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monotone-closed suppose {gm} is a sequence in B1 such that gm(x) t g(x) 
a.e. By the Lebesgue Monotone Convergence Theorem it follows at once 
that g E B1. Take any E E A; to show that B1 attracts XE, choose A E ( 0, 1) 
such that Af1(E) ~ 1. We will prove momentarily that Ef+1 is included in 
Etn except possibly for a set of measure 0. It follows from this that the 
sets Dtn (i=l, ... , 2n-1) are almost disjoint; thus 
2n-1 2n-1 L J Aqf dfl(X) ~ Aql L fl(Dtn (] E) ~ Aq1 fl(E) ~ 1. 
i~1 Dfr-E i~1 
Now to show that Ef+I is almost included in Etn, we use the fact that 
by (02), Etn has the property that E C Etn, E E A, implies ffqf(JJJ) J ff(E); 
furthermore if /1( F) > 0 and F n E in = 0, then ff q"!( F) C ff (F). For any 
• EEA 
so 
ffqf(E) J ffqf+I(E). 
Suppose there exists F C Ef+I with fl(F) > 0 and F n Etn = 0. By (02), 
ffqf(F) J ffqf+I(F) J ff(F), 
which contradicts the fact that ffq"!(F) C ff(F). Hence Ef+I is almost 
• included in Etn, and this completes the proof that B1 attracts every 
measurable XE· To prove that B1 ejects XE if fl(E) > 0, we first show 
fl(Eq1) = fl(iJ) ' fl(Eq2) = 0. 
Let F=iJ-Eq1 ; suppose /l(F)>O. By (02) we have ffq1(F)Cff(F), 
contradicting our hypothesis that ff(F) Cffq1(F). Hence fl(F)=O and 
the first equation follows. If fl(Eq2 ) > 0 we have by hypothesis that 
ffq2(Eq2 ) C ff(Eq2 ) whereas (02) says that ff(Eq2 ) C ffq2(Eq2 ). It follows 
that /l(Dll)=fl(iJ)>O. Now if fl(E)>O we have 11(D11 n E)>O and for 
sufficiently large A, 
and AXE ¢. B1. 
s [AXE(X) ]qi dfl(X) = Aql f1(Dl1 (]E)> 1 
D} 
We wish next to show that convergence in X relative to ff is exactly 
by the elements of B1, in order to apply Lemma 3.4. We will show, equiva-
lently, that X relative to ff has a neighborhood basis about 0 consisting 
of all sets of the form 
(2) U = {f EX: I S fgJdfli <e, j=l, ... ,m} 
.d 
where {g1, ... , gm} C B1 and e>O. Such a set U we will call a "B1-poly-
hedron." Since B1 C B, any B1-polyhedron is a ff-neighborhood of 0. 
Moreover, any ff-neighborhood U of 0 includes a B1-polyhedron, and 
this can be shown as follows. We may assume by (03) that (2) holds 
18 Series A 
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with now {g1, ... , gm} C B, to>O. There thus exist K 1, ... , Km such that, 
for each j = l, ... , m, 
Hence 
zn-1 
! J jgJ(x)jqY d,u(x) ~ K 1 > l, 
i~l Df 
n=l, 2, .. , . 
j=l, ... , m. 
Let c' be the minimum of the numbers 
K 111q1 ' •.• ' K m lfql ' 
and let 
j=l, ... ,m}. 
Then V is a B1-polyhedron included in U, as desired. We have proven 
that X relative to .r has a neighborhood basis about 0 consisting of all 
B1-polyhedra. 
We now appeal to Lemma 3.4. By what we have proved about B1, 
it follows that there exists a Banach function space Y C X' such that 
.r =a(X, Y), and X.}= f. We will apply Theorem 3.7 in order to show 
that Y can be re-normed with an equivalent norm so as to be a variable 
LP-space, and Lqz C Y C Lq1, and this will complete the proof. 
If ,u(E) > 0, by hypothesis we have Yq1(E) J Y(E) ~ Yq2(E), and 
therefore Lq1(E) J Y(E) ~ Lqz(E) (by Theorem 3.3 and the fact that 
Y(E)=a(X(E), Y(E)), etc.). We wish to show that Y has (Ll). Given A, 
q1~A~q2, choose by (02) the measurable set E;.. Since Y,.(E,.) J Y(E,.) 
it follows that L"(E;.) J Y(E,.), and the constant K,. of (Ll) exists by 
[3], § 2, Lemma l. Now suppose E is measurably larger than E,.; that 
is, E,.CE and ,u(E-E,.)>O. Letting F=E-E,., we see by (02) that 
Y,.(F) C Y(F). Hence it is false that L"(E) J Y(E), and there is no 
constant K satisfying 
gEM. 
This proves the maximality demanded by (Ll) and establishes (Ll) itself. 
Moreover, the preceding shows that the sets Dtn of (L2) are the same as 
those of (03). We will prove (L2) by showing that B= Y. First it must 
be proven that B is closed under the pointwise operations of addition and 
scalar multiplication. Take any g E B and any scalar A. Then 
2n-1 
! J jg(xWf d,u(x) ~ K, 
i-1 Df 
n=l, 2, .... 
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Take q = q1 or q2 according as I A. I ~ 1 .or I A. I > 1. Then I A. I qf ~I A. I q and 
2n-1 
L f IA.g(x)/q? dft(X) ~ IA.Iq K, 
i~1 Df 
n=1, 2, ., ... 
Therefore A.g E B. Now suppose g1, g2 E B with 
Then 
2n-1 
L f l2g~c(x)lqi dfl(x) ~ Jk, 
i~1 Df 
k=l, 2; n=1, 2, .... 
2n-l zn-1 
1 f lg1(x)+ g2(xWi dfl(X) :S: l :L f 12g1(xWi d/t(x) 
i~1 Df i~1 Df 
')n-1 
+ i ":L f l2g2(xW?dfl(x) ~ iJ1 +iJ2. 
i~1 Df 
Therefore g1 + g2 E B. Therefore B is closed 'under the linear operations 
and the fact that ff =a( X, Y) =a( X, B) and Th~orem 3.3 now show that 
B = Y. Therefore the set of all g E lJf for which the sequence ( 1) is bounded, 
is identical with Y, and (L2) is proved. By Theorem 3. 7, Y can be re-
normed with an equivalent norm so as to be a variable LP-space. 
Theorem 3. 9. If Y is a variable LP-space with Lqz ~ Y ~ Lq1 and 
ff =a(X, Y), then ff has properties (01) (02) and (03). 
Recall that we have been assuming all along that Lq1 ~X'. 
Proof. We prove only (02) and (03). Suppose q1 ~A.~q2 • By Theorem 
3.6, Y has (L1), so choose the set E;. given by (Ll). Then, as usual, 
L'(E;.) J Y(E,), and E, is essentially maximal with respect to this property. 
Hence if measurable E ~ E;., ff;.(E) J ff(E), from the relations 
ff;.(E) = a(X(E), LA(E)) , ff(E) = a(X(E), Y(E)) , L;.(E) J Y(E). 
Now note that if q(x) is the generating function for Y, then q(x) <A a.e. 
on Ll-El. For if not, let G= {x E LI-E;.: A.~q(x)}, fl(G) > 0. Then 
L'(G) J Y(G) and L'(E, U G) J Y(E;, U G), contrary to the essential 
maximality of E;,. Now suppose fl(F)>O, F n E;.=0. Then q(x)<A. a.e. 
on F, so Y(F) J L;.(F). Indeed, by the essential maximality of E,, we 
have Y(F) :J LA( F), so ff(F) :J ff;.(F). For, if ff(F) =ff;,(F) then 
a(X(F), Y(F)) = a(X(F), L;,(F)) 
and it follows by Theorem 3.3 that Y(F)=L•(F), a contradiction. We 
have established (02). Since ff =a(X, Y), convergence in X relative to 
ff is exactly by the elements of Y. By Theorem 3.6 again, convergence 
in X relative to ff is exactly by the elements of B. (03) is proven. 
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